(Fully translated)
In the Name of Allah, the Merciful, the Beneficent.
Lessons learned via incidents following the fall of the Islamic
Emirate
1) The bombing of Muhammad ((Salah))’s house a half an hour
after arriving to it in Khost (Var. Khowst).
2) The bombing of mujahidin assemblies at the former Ministry of
Defense [facility] or the al-Aman Palace in Kabul, killing 40
mujahid.
3) The bombing of the al-Tayyib Agha house in Qandahar after its
satellite communications and the brothers were rescued with
Allah’s grace.
4) The bombing of our house (Sayf al-((‘Adl))’s) after our
departure two days prior due to heavy traffic of people in the
region to take funds from the United Nations after its
departure. This is what Sayf al-‘Adl noted. He told me that the
people knew of the house and it was expected that it would be
bombed.
5) The arrest of Khalid al-((Shaykh)), which was carried out by
recruiting an agent and by using money and what we needed as far
as food for Mukhtar.
6) The arrest of ((Abu Zubaydah)), due to our opening up so much
to Lashkar-e Tayyiba or to use the phones and the Internet.
7) The arrest of the Yemeni group, due to the excess in their
departure, their communications, and their outward appearance
that differs from the outward appearance of the [others].
8) The arrest of Firas and Waqqas, due to finding that they had
weapons.
9) The arrest of ((Abu Yasir)), due to his excess in responding
frequently on the Internet, or the treachery of Lashkar-e
Tayyiba.

10) The killing of the brothers in the Dawigar operation because
the location was discovered and the [information] spread and due
to brothers from distant locations [parking] at the house. [Due
to] the brothers not acting once they heard of the disclosure
[of their location].
11) The arrest of ((Abu al-Mundhir)), due to observing him in
Mir Ali. He was arrested after he left Banu, Allah knows.
12) The slaughter that took place Lawdar due to the use of
vehicles in departing and in gathering in one location after
having heard the sound of the khabith – C130. (TN: Khabith
meaning “malicious,” is often used in reference to American
aircraft.)
13) The killing of Nawwab and his family after not heeding
warnings that he received prior to his death and due to his
openness to people and his refusal to leave Mir Ali and to
change his penetrated crew, God knows.
14) The arrest of ((Abu al-Faraj)) due to his lack of precaution
when his associate was late and didn’t come, with this being the
first time that he sent someone as his deputy.
15) The arrest of Sharifallah al-((Masri)) due to his
interactions with individuals he knew to be penetrations with
contacts to ISI.
16) The killing of ‘Ikrimah (Var.: ‘Akramah) and his brothers
due to a lack of changing residence after it was discovered and
became well known to everyone.
17) The killing of Shaykh al-((Kindi)) after not taking the
attack on Pakistan seriously in a campaign against the
mujahidin.
18) The arrest and killing of a number of loved ones on
[unclear] (TN: transliterated: al-Batkat) due to the easy-going
nature of the brothers and indifference to the infidel factions
regarding their movements, the pot is not safe each time it
falls. (TN: Arab saying meaning, “you may get away with it once,
but not every time.”)

